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QUESTION: 1
Private server blacklists are stored in what database?

A. names.nsf
B. A Domino administrator defined database
C. blacklist.nsf
D. smtpconf.nsf

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
What Domino feature must be enabled to monitor the number of active Domino Web
Access users?

A. Domino Domain Monitoring
B. Activity logging
C. Server monitoring in the Domino Administration client
D. Server health reports

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
S/MIME mail messages being sent to the Internet are having message disclaimers
applied by the server. However, recipients are unable to unencrypt or read the body.
What step(s) should the Domino administrator take to ensure that the messages can be
read by the Internet recipients?

A. Enable the flag in the policy document to skip adding disclaimers on S/MIME
messages
B. Configure the new S/MIME task on the Domino server to read and apply the
disclaimers
C. Disable the server from applying message disclaimers and enable them to be added
by the client
D. Configure the S/MIME certificate inside the policy applying the message disclaimer

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
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When an S/MIME signed message has a disclaimer added by the server and is received
by a Notes user, which of the following is the result?

A. The message cannot be transmitted and is returned to the user
B. The message cannot be read by the recipient
C. The signature is stripped from the message
D. The signature cannot be verified

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
Todd is configuring a DDM Messaging probe to test Delivery Status Notifications. What
must the remote mail system support for these probes to function correctly?

A. The .smtp extension
B. The .ddm extension
C. The .nsd extension
D. The .dsn extension

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
Enrique, the Domino administrator has created a response file for a silent server
installation. What parameter must be run on the server to utilize this response file?

A. setup.exe -response -options c:\temp\install.txt
B. setup.exe -silent -options c:\temp\install.txt
C. silent.exe -response -options c:\temp\install.txt
D. nsetup.exe -silent -options c:\temp\install.txt

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
Which of the following policies offer client lock-down?

A. Desktop policy and archive policy settings
B. Mail policy and archive policy settings
C. Desktop policy and mail policy settings
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D. Mail policy and security policy settings

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
DNS whitelists may be overridden by which of the following?

A. Server signed agents in mail.box
B. Server based mail rules
C. Privatewhitelists and DNS blacklists
D. Privatewhitelists and private blacklists

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
You must create a DDM collection hierarchy to initiate which of the following?

A. Data roll-up
B. Probe interface
C. Data interface
D. Probe initiation

Answer: A

QUESTION: 10
Users that wish to utilize the Smart Upgrade feature to upgrade a full client installation
must have what variable present on the client?

A. InstallType=6
B. InstallType=4
C. InstallType=2
D. InstallType=1

Answer: C

QUESTION: 11
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